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SUMMARY
Electronic analogue computers use voltages to represent 

the variable to be studied and their basic computing element 
is the high gain D.C. amplifier. The inherent drift of 
this amplifier however, may limit the accuracy of certain 
computations and the reduction of drift is one of the most 
difficult design problems. Drift-correctors can be used but 
none of the existing types is completely satisfactory.

The work described in this thesis is mainly concerned 
with the development and design of a silicon diode modulator 
for use in drift-correctors for computing amplifiers. After 
a brief description of the various computing errors and 
requirements for a drift-corrector the diode modulator is 
described in detail. Also, a drift-corrector which employs 
this modulator is described and its performance assessed: 
the zero-stability obtainable is comparable with th^t given 
by the conventional relay modulator, but has the advantages 
of high frequency response and unlimited life.
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FOREWORD
Daring the development and construction of a D.C. Analogue 

Computer at the N.S.W. University of Technology it was agreed 
that unless a better drift-corrector than the existing types 
could be developed, the D.C. amplifier alone would be used. 
Although mechanical modulators can be made to give good 
performance, the relay itself is not completely satisfactory 
and its working life is limited. It is therefore natural that 
attempts have been made to replace it by a non-mechanical device. 
Magnetic modulators, germanium diode modulators and more recently 
photo-electric choppers have been developed, but their 
performance if inferior to that of the mechanical modulator.

GL-At the beginning of 1956 silicon diodes became available 
in Australia and a limited number were obtained. Preliminary 
tests were conducted with very encouraging results and it was 
decided to investigate their possible use in low drift D.C. 
modulators. Delivery of a larger number of diodes was delayed 
and in the mean time a paper was published by N.F. Moody on the 
use of silicon diodes in modulators for servo applications. 
Normally the modulator has been used at 50 c/s but switching 
frequencies of up to 100 kc/s have been employed with little 
detoriation in performance. This modulator, however, is quite 
unsuitable for computer applications mainly because of lack 
of complete balance; the requirements of a drift-corrector are 
far more stringent. In view of this and as a result of the 
preliminary investigations, it was decided to develop a new 
modulator with a switching frequency of 10 kc/s; this frequency
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will permit making full use of the existing frequency 

response of UTAC (University of Technology Analogue Computer) 

high gain D.C. amplifier. The first quantity of diodes 

received, were quite unsuitable for the modulator and a new / 

order w§,a placed for a type which was believed to have the \ 

required properties. In the mean time the design and 

construction of 10 drift-correctors were completed, which 

were designed to particularly suit the requirements of UTAC. 

After the arrival of the required type of diode (HD6007) 

the work was concluded successfully.

This thesis presents the considerations involved in 

the design of the modulator and the drift-corrector and the 

investigations carried out during their development.Section 1 

serves as an introduction and review of the basic principles 

of drift-correction. In Section 2 computing errors and the 

requirements for the drift-corrector are discussed in some 

detail. In Section 3 main attention is devoted to the 

conditions for balance and zero-stability of the silicon diode 

modulator. The complete drift-corrector is described in 

Section 4, where the emphasis is on the requirement for 

stability in feedback circuits. In Section 5 the effects 

upon computation of the particular drift-corrector described 

in this thesis is examined and the more important results 

of the work are presented in Section 6. To the author*s 

knowledge the use of silicon diode modulators in drift- 

correcting amplifiers for computer applications is new.
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List of principal symbols.
K^Gi(p) - transfer function of the D.C. amplifiers.

- |K2a2(p) - transfer function , of the Drift-Corrector.
KG(p) - transfer function of the Drift-Corrected Amplifier.

\

Zr, - the feedback element of the computing components.-*• i- the input element of the computing components.
ZQ - amplifier or drift-corrector input impedance.
R0 - amplifier or drift-corrector input impedance when

purely resistive or modulator input resistance, 
e - amplifier input voltage or base of the natural

logarithm.
u - amplifier output
v - circuit input voltage or diode voltage.
i - grid current
S

f - drift voltage.
-.modulator input voltage 

eQ - modulator output voltage
eQC - modulator output voltage due to unbalance in the

conducting direction
e - modulator output voltage due to unbalance in the

nonconducting direction in the absence of capacitive 
effects.

-modulator output voltage due to unbalance in the noncoxw 
ducting direction in the presence of balancing capaci
tors.

m -amplitude of the switchihg voltage,

i -current

iD - diode reverse saturation current
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ir ~ diode leakage current
0? - absolute temperature or a time constant
A - a constant
w,w

1 ** * vy, *wnr c'"u,wv'*** ~ angular frequencies
^ufTv,T fT±...... - time constants

— modulator bridge resistances
Rp - the parallel combination of the diode back-resistances 

- the parallel combination of RQ and R^.

C - the parallel combination of the capacitances across
Jr

the two diodes
a - resistance ratio of the modulator balancing arm
b - diode branch resistance ratio during conduction
c - diode branch resistance ratio during nonconduction
s - periodic switch representing the action of the diodes,
p - laplacian operator (a capital letter of a variable

indicates its Laplace Transform)
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V (1)
1. INTRODUCTION.
1.1 General..
The use of a drift-corrector is the only effective 

method to reduce drift in D.C. amplifiers. Broadly speaking drifi 
is a spurious output of low frequency ih the absence of an input 
signal and in computer applications this output may lead to 
large errors in the computation. D.C. amplifiers alone are 
unsatisfactory even using well regulated power supplies, 
carefully selecting electronic tubes and taking other elaborate 
precautions. The cause of drift has been extensively described 
in the literature 1but it is mainly due to change of emission 
in the electronic tubes, temperature effect on tubes and

ccomponents, ageing and power supply fluctuations. Most of these 
factors are not under complete control and can not be eliminated,

The amount of unbalance due to drift is conveniently 
measured by the value of input D.C. voltage needed to cancel 
the unbalance and bring the output voltage back to the desired 
reference level? this input voltage is said to be the drift 
refered to the input of the amplifier. The short term drift 
in D.C. amplifiers i.e. the drift which may arise in the course 
of a computation may be O.J mV or more and the long term drift 
i.e. drift may arise in the period of weeks or months m^y be 
anything between lQ mV and 100 mV depending on the amplifier 
used. Hand balancing is required before commencement of a 
computation and in large scale computers this maybe a serious 
problem.

There are several types of drift-correctors 2 all use a 
modulator to convert the input signal into an alternating voltage*
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of higher frequency which, after amplification, is demodulated 
to obtain an amplified version of the input signal.:

Most widely used is the mechanical modulator ’ which 
employs a vibrating relay at some frequency below 400 c/s, It 
will limit the drift to less than 0.5 mV over long periods of 
time but has the inherent disadvantage of limited life. In 
addition the noise level may be up to 5 mV r.m.s. and 
occasionally peaks of much larger amplitudes have been observed.

Another type of drift—corrector employs a magnetic
4Modulator utilizing the second harmonic principle in magnetic 

amplifiers. Long term drift smaller than 1 mV can be obtained 
but has been found that production models will not remain 
within the above figure. In addition, after somewhat longer 
•off» periods the modulator may settle to a different output 
value and rebalancing may be required. The noise voltage may 
be in excess of 1 mV and the drift-corrector is quite difficult 
to set up in operation.

An experimental photoelectric modulator^ has been 
recently developed with a reported long term drift of less 
than 1 mV. However no detailed information is available and 
such a modulator requires specially prepared photo-cells and 
its development is difficult1.

Diode modulators1 have not been used in analoque 
computers. The performance of thermionic diodes is marred by 
contact and thermal emission potentials, which may introduce

changes of tenths of a volt. Geranium diodes will give better 
performance but due to the low blocking resistance, the input
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impedance of such modulators is low; Lange and Lonegan have
2reported drifts of 10 mV for short periods of time .

An important feature of the mechanical, magnetic and 
photoelectric modulators is the low switching frequency and 
hence limited hand width. The silicon diode modulator 
described in this thesis however, permits a much higher 
switching frequency to be used and its zero-stability is 
comparable with that of the mechanical modulator.

1.2 Basic principle of drift-correction 
The basic method of drift-correction is due to
cG-oldberg . Consider a high gain D.C. amplifier and a 

drift-corrector, with respective transfer functions K-^G^(p) 
and connected in a computing circuit as shown in
Pig. 1, and assume that the circuit is stable. The D.C. 
amplifier has two independent inputs one each for the error 
voltage »e» and the output of the drift-corrector. Drift 
which may arise in the D.C. amplifier is represented by an 
equivalent input voltage *f* as shown in Pig.l. Since drift 
contains only low frequency components the gains of the D.C. 
amplifier and the drift-corrector are and Kg and hence
for v =0 the output becomes

- u = K- e + fii
u iq+sj ki(1+k2> +

but since *1
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*f

O-- /W'-

Fig. 1. Basic methcod of drift-correct ion

' b.c. 
amplifier

^ DRIFT
CORRECTOR

o---------------------------------------- -o

Fig. 2. The use of a series capacitor eliminates
the effects of grid current arising in the 
B.C. amplifier.
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[ EJ + (1+JC2)j =t f and for K-^ very large

• tt » f

It is seen that the output *ur, due to a drift voltage 
*f» in the D.C. amplifier, is reduced by the factor (1+ K^). 
For a sufficiently high gain K2 the output will be very 
small and the drift of the drift-corrector alone will be of 
importance which, of course, is not reduced by this circuit.

The use of a drift-correct or will not only reduce the 
drift but also increase the total gain of the combined amplifier. 
From Fig. 1 it follows that the total transfer function is

The D.C. gain is K = K-, (1 + K2) i.e. an increase 
by the factor (1+Kq) and this will result in considerable 
improvement in the accuracy of certain computations. However 
the high frequency response is the same as that of the D.C. 
amplifier since, as will be shown later, the gain of the 
drift-correct or neccessarily must become less than unity at a 
comparatively low frequency. Thus, the effect of the drift- 
corrector is to increase the D.C. gain without affecting 
the high frequency response i.e. the unity gain frequency 
is the same as that of the D.C. amplifier (Fig. 3).

(1)
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Grid current effects can be eliminated by inserting a 
capacitor in series with the input of the D.C. amplifier as 
shown in Fig* 2. The total D.C. gain is then K * 
and the input time constant is chosen so that all input 
frequencies above the unity gain frequency of the drift- 
corrector are not attenuated.

In addition, the use of a drift-corrector will reduce 
the input impedance of the drift-corrected amplifier and 
also increase the noise level considerably.
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FRBOUBNCy

V r-Jr

I

Pig. 3 Attenuation characteristic illustrating how a drift- 
corrector with a low frequency gain K?> working with a 
D.C* amplifier of gain Kn will increase the total gain

-** 9

to K = %2^2' How8ver unity gain frequency w^ is not
altered sihce

the unity gain frequency of the drift-corrected
amplifier is equal to that of the D.C. amplifier
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2. ERRORS IN COMPUTING AMPLIFIERS.
2.1 General
In this section a description of the various amplifier

rimperfections is made, and the main effects of the drift-correcto 
examined.For the purpose of this analysis the frequency response 
of the computing amplifier is assumed to have a single break of 
-6 db/oct. Consider such an amplifier as shown in Fig. 4 where 
Z^ and Zf are the computing components, ZQ is the input 
impedance and ICG-(p) = K/(pT0+l) is the transfer function of the 
amplifier. Also i is the grid current and f is the drift

e>

voltage refered to the input. Then, using Laplace Transform 
notation, it follows from Fig. 4 that :~

^7 = + \ and that E 1 F = is—

—TT------ = ------ T-f------+ ®rz;- iro

V TJ + F U U + F U +Tit - i^ts i^ iprs " IJ ~ IJ ~ Z0Iff' “ •lg
Z» tv Z^ Z , Z« Z_p ,

VZ^ = ~ 11 “ + ~ F(1+ ^7 + *2^ • JgZf • • # • (2)
The last equation completely describes the operation of 

any computing amplifier since no restriction is imposed upon 
the computing components Z± and Zf. All imperfections which 
are directly concerned with the operation of the drift-corrector 
are also represented. The first term on the right is the 
desired output and the other terms are the errors due to 
finite gain, drift and grid currect respectivelly.
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Zf

Fig. 4. Circuit to study the imperfections of a 
computing simplifier.

—W~—i

*i . »/ C/ 
°—AAHh- -o

5a.Adder. 
Fig. 5

5h. Differentiator 5c. Integrator 
A computing amplifier in various computing 
circuits.
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2.2 Errors due to drift.

Z.p Zf
The output due to drift is F(1 + -g— + -gi-) and is

independent of the gain Kt if f is large a considerable error 

may result.

In the case of adders and differentiators a constant 

drift voltage will cause only a fixed output voltage; this error

are large i.e. a large forward gain is required or the input

resistor R is too low. o
For an integrator with Z^ 1 MA, Z0=RQ * 1 MCI, and

0^ = 1 ^F, the output due to a constant drift voltage is:-

For the above values and f= 10 mV this output term will 
change at a rate of 20 mV per second. If a maximum output of 

100 volts and an accuracy of O.li is required the integrating 

time must be limited to only 5 second. This is very serious since 

considerably larger computing times are normally required. Errors 

of this type are usually by far the largest, and this is whe^e 

the main improvement in accuracy can be obtained by the use of 

drift-correctors.

2.3 Errors due to grid current.

is generally net significant except in cases where R^/l^ or Rf/R0

Ri + Eo ) or

as a function of time.

Again, adders and differentiators will have a constant 

error output, now defined as i^R^
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The error output of an integrator due a constant grid

current i , however, is i- S
1 or i_ t as a function of time.

For i^ = 10 amp. and = l^F a rate of change of output 
of 1 mV per second is present. This may itself limit the 
integration time for a given accuracy. Clearly, in ordei^o obtain 
the full benefit of reduced drift, the grid current must be kept 
low. Electrometer tubes are normally employed giving grid currents 
of less than 10~^® ampere. A more effective method is to use a 
capacitive input to the D.C. amplifier to eliminate its effects:- 
this, however, is possible only if a drift-corrector is employed.
A serious objection to this circuit may be the discharge time of 
the capacitor, which can be kept small only if the unity gain 
frequency of the drift corrector is high, as will be explained 
later.

2.4 Effect of amplifier input impedance.
It was already shown that ZQ will increase the error

tena due to drift and examination of equation (2) shows that the
effect of ZQ on the finiteAerror term is to effectively reduce
the gain of the amplifier and thus increase the error.
The input impedance ZQ apears always in paralel with the input
impedance Z^, which seldom exceeds 1 Mfl, and in order that the
contribution Of Z^ is not' excessive, it is desirable that itso
value should be at least 1 Mil.

2.3 Effect of noise.

The noise voltage is always incr eased by the use of

drift-correctors and may be as large as 5 mV ref ere d to the
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iaput. In equation—(2}-4t-can fee considered as part of the drift 
voltage f and its effect upon the output is readily found for 
any type of computing circuit. Unless the noise is excessive it 
has little effect upon adders or integrators, the latter tending 
to cause a reduction in noise level. In differentiators, however, 
the reverse is true, and a very large noise output may result.
For this reason it is desirable to keep the combined amplifier 
noise level to a minimum.

2.6 Errors due to finite gain.
In the following assume that f=*0, 1^ = 0 and ZQ = oo.

Under these conditions Equation (2) becomes
ig U Z Nv • _v sf r (1 + if).......... (3)

It is immediately apparent that the error due to finite 
gain can be made as small as desired by making K sufficiently 
large. It may be noted that E is the low frequency gain only, 
and that at some higher frequency the gain of the amplifier will 
begin to fall, causing the error to increase.Clearly in order to 
keep the error small, a good hi£h. frequency response is required. 
The transient response of a computing circait, however, can not be 
deduced from the above equation and a complete solution in the time 
domain is required.

There is an extensive literature covering this field, but 
the frequency response of the computing amplifier is assumed as 
being perfect, i.e. the gain is constant for all frequencies. In 
actual practice this is not the case:all amplifiers contain resis

tive as well as capacitive components and the gain will begin to 

fall at some highest re quency. Usually a single break is present,
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the gain falling off at a rate of lees than 9 db/ oct. This is 
required in order that the amplifier is stable for all types of 
feedback* The use of drift-correctors may introduce additional 
break frequencies, but the silicon diode modulator permits the 
frequency response of the drift-corrected amplifier to have a 
single break: thus,the frequency and the transient analysis of a 
drift-corrected amplifier is the same as that of a conventional D. 
C. amplifier*

In the course of stucying the effect of gain and. frequency 
response of the drift-corrector, the steady state and the trans
ient solutions for various computing circuits were obtained.

2.7 Transient response of an adder.
The transfer function of the amplifier is assumed to be

K£(p) * K/(pT0+ 1) and its attenuation chracterlstic is shown -
in Pig. 3 where.

1w m —- is the angular frequency at which the gain is 
o
• reduced by 3 db.

wu = is the unity gain frequency i.e. the frequency 
for whioh the amplifier gain is one.

Por an adder Zi * R^ and Z^ (Pig. 5a) and so from
equation (3)
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Pat Tu = and for K+l» ^ , which is normally the case,

the transfer function of the adder becomes
TT H,Lf7 = 17

1 (K+l) [l+ pTu(l+ g£)]
(4)

For a step input V « — and the output isir

- u = v k r. - vi+Wlq et i1 -e j (5)

From equations (4) and (5) it is apparent that 

increased gain will improve the accuracy by making K/(K+1) 

much closer to unity. The transient response however is not 

affected since it is only a function of the unity gain frequency, 

which is not altered by the use of a drift-corrector.

2.8 Transient response of a differentiator.

1For a differentiator Z. E1 + and Z r, = R.

(Fig. 5b), and substitution in equation (3) yields

RfpCip^i^i +1 - U 11 +
pT +1

(1 + RfPCl
pCjitj+r •)

put T^ = R^C,. and T-^ = R^C^ and so

U K
7 = EfT

“u(Td'1'Tb) [p + T^TT^+f^TIT+rr + Tu(Ta+Tb)j
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For critical damping normally used in differentiators

U K pTd
? = Bar r“p

<. = 1/(T„+T, )T,

(6)

r '~d V u

and the solution for a step input is immediately apparent as:-

-w t
t e (7)- u = v ffPT T£

It may be seen from equations (6) and (7) that 

improved differentiation in the steady state is obtained if 

K is large i.e. the ratio K/(K+1) close to unity. The 

transient response is again not affected, since the time 

constant involved is wy = 1/ T^^CR^+R^) i.e. a function 

of the unity gain frequency only.

2.9 Transient response of an integrator

For a integrator Z^ = R^ and (Pig. 5c) and so

-[ i + T°p +1i + —w------- (1 + pcpq;5] ** T± - 3i°:

u
7 r, .'^I,. i T Vo . i l

pTi i1 4 E (1+ pT^J Lp P ------- + T^J

UK 1
V “ (P-PiUP-PjJ

'-v-
pl,2

(1+K) T.
2T0
ET

’fe rp2+p . i

provided that TQ<< T^(K+1) 

which is normally the case.
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Pi =

*>2

-1 + V^_4T0/(1+K)2T±
■2T7TI+1T-1 - V l-4T0/U+K:)2rI'i
TTT/(1+K)

-1
~ U+K)tf.

1+K—Ur

sine e

and hence

very small

put T = T /(K+l)
Tv = (K+1)T± = (X+DC^

E
' r (pn?v + i)tpTu + i) 
For an input v = h Cos wt

-Q

(8)

Kh p_______________ hE f A _B _C___ fi ]
w (P2+w5)(p4-)(i4-)= ^ p+wv p+vu)

v u
where wv = l/T and wu = l/Tu

K h
T T u v (p-jw)(p+wvJ(p+wu)

-hK e^cL
p=-jw V -* w

2
T)(1+ ^

B hK e+
I 2 I2""1
(1+ —rj-)(l+ —tj)

w
hK
TITu v

-hE

v
P

w

l(p"J+w^)(p+wu)^ p=-w,

=(wvwu- w")/w(wv+ Wu^

-hK __________
(1+ w^/%)(l- w^)

“ 2T“21+ w /wv
since

wu (K+l) T±
is very small

T T u v l(P~+w )(p+»v). p—w
-hK ____________

(1+ w7w2)(l- w/wjU# V‘

w
w_ (K+l)2 T1D = 0 or very small since is very large
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Thus the output as a function of time becomes

u = - hK
Sin (wt + cL ) -v
l(l+ 2j)(l+ 2^) (1+ \)

wvV u
The output for a step input is obtained by letting w 0

u = -hK (1 - e vt) = -hK [l - e cfEitK+J-) j.......... (10)

Examination of the transfer function of an integrator, 
equation (8), reveals that accurate integration in the steady 
state is only possible in the frequency range well below 
wu = l/Tu and well above wv = l/Tv. However, examination of 
equation (9), which contains the steady state and the transient 
solution for a sinusoidal input in the time domain, indicates 
that due to the large time constant Ty integration is possible 
well below the angular frequency wy, if the time of computation 
is limited. The limiting case is when a D.C. input is applied 
and the solution is given by equation (10). The time constant 
involved is Tv = (K+lJC^I^ i.e. directly proportional to 
the gain E of the computing amplifier.

As an indication of the size of errors involved consider 
an amplifier with E = 109 and = 1 second; then for a
step input and an accuracy of 0.1$ the computing time must b© 
limited to only 200 see. A higher gain will reduce the error 
for a given computing time or extend the time for a given error, 

An effective low frequency gain much in excess of 2x10
is difficult to obtain mainly due to leakage in the feedback 
capacitor. Also, for this size of gain, the errors due to 
other imperfections may be much larger.
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2.10 Drift-corrector requirements.
The above discussion indicates that the desirable 

features of a drift-corrector are:-
(1) Low drift
(2) High input impedance
(3) Low noise
(4) D.C, gain large enough to bring the total gain to 

at least 2x10 and also large enough to reduce the drift due 
to the D.C. amplifier to less than the inherent drift of the 
modulator.

(5) High frequency response. The advantages of a 
high frequency response are

(i) The drift-corrector will increase the accuracy of 
all computing operations over the useful frequency 
range.

(ii) The size of the series capacitor used to remove 
grid current effects (Pig.2) can be reduced to 
reasonable proportions} the amplifier input time 
constant can now be kept small, thus removing the 
main objection to this type of circuit.

(iii) In general a higher carrier frequency will permit 
considerable reduction in the physical size of some 
of the components used.
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3* THE SILICON DIODE MODULATOR.
3*1 Preliminary investigations.
If two diodes are connected as shown in Pig. 6 and an 

alternating voltage is applied, the diodes will alternately 
conduct or block during eqch half cycle. The switching voltage 
is balanced to ground by two low resistances and R2 so that 
if the characteristics of the diodes are identical over the 
whole operating regioh, their junction point will remain at 
sero potential at every instant. If now a direct voltage e. 
is applied to the diode junction via a resistor R0, then, 
provided that R0 is much larger than the forward resistance 
and much smaller than the backward resistance of the diodes, 
the voltage eQ at the junction point will be a square wave 
alternating between zero and e^. Thus a direct voltage is con
verted" into a pulsating voltage which can now be amplified by 
a conventional A.C. amplifier.

This is the basic principle of operation and requires 
only two silicon diodes. Tests were conducted to determine the 
performance of such a modulator for various switching frequencies 
and in the course of development a number of additional 
components and controls had to be added to the basic circuit 
of Pig. 6. Initially only two silicon diodes type ZS 10 were 
available and at a later stage a second pair, type HD6007, 
was obtained.

Operation at a switching frequency of 50 c/s was very 
satisfactory and it became immediately apparent that drift will

remain within 1 millivolt over long periods of time. However a 
minimum of two controls was required to obtain satisfactory
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balance but, even so, the residual voltage was about two 
millivolts equivalent input. During the transit period, i.e. the 
intermediate period between full conduction and nonconduction, 
a pulse in the form of a transient appears with a magnitude of 
several millivolts as shown in Pig. 7* It was found that in 
order to keep the residual voltage and the transit pulse to a 
minimum the switching voltage should be as small as possible 
and also, that drift will increase with increased input 
resistor RQ. The type of output obtained from the modulator 
for a D.C. input voltage is shown in Pig. 8.

At switching frequencies of 1 kc/s some difficulties were 
encountered* Balance was difficult and a third control (capaci
tive) had to be introduced but the residual voltage was still~= 
several millivolts and the transit pulses in the order of tens 
of millivolts. Drift could be 2 or 3 mV over a period of a few 
days but sometimes much less than that figure: in general the 
drift was quite unpredictable particularly of the pair of 
diodes ZS 10. This led to the use of a tuned circuit in the 
following A.C. amplifier, which considerably reduced the residue! 
voltage (refered to the input) and almost removed all transit 
pulses. The result was a reduction of drift to less than 1 mV 
but the diodes HD6007 were easier to balance and the drift smaller 
than that of ZS 10. In fact the performance of the diodes HD6007 
under theaeconditions was comparable with the performance at 50 
c/s and thus the switching frequency was increased to 10 Kc/s.

Again, at a switching frequency of 10 kc/s. the diodes

HD6007 gave a performance similar to that at low frequencies hut 

ZS 10 performed very badly. At this stage it was clear that drift
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X

O ru o

HflfiH

x
Fig. 6 Basic modulator circuit.

Fig. 7 Residual voltage at a switching frequency of 50 c/s

Fig. 8 Modulator output for a D.C. input and a switching freque
ncy of 50c/s.
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is mainly due to somae tp>e of unbalance during the transit 
period and a detailed iivestigation of the diode properties 
Was conducted. As a realt it was found that the diodes D.C. 
forward characteristics must follow a logarithmic law for 
satisfactory operation.

finally it was dedded to build drift-correctors operating 
at 10 Ke/s and to ob)taii diodes which would fulfil our require
ments, No attempt wais mde to increase the switchihg frequency 
above 10 ke/s for re*asois given in the following sections. Thus 
all investigations aind iesign criteria relate directly to the 
application of a 10 ic/j modulator in a drift-corrector which has 
been built to suit the TTAC high gain D.C. amplifier.

As a first step) it was required to obtain a clear under
standing of the oper.*ati>n of the modulator and in the following 
Section the output o>f aAiode modulator is derived for a sinuso
idal input voltage.

3.2. Modulator witi capacitive load.
The diode modul.ato? may be represented as a periodic switch 

»s» with zero resistance during the conducting period and a 
very large resistan«re during the nonconducting period
(Pig. 9). The equivalent diagram is then as shown in Pig. 10.
where ^ is roltage

eQ - the outpnrt Yoltage. 
s - the periodic switch.
C - the total, capacitance across the output including 

the input capacitance of the following valve
amplifier, stray capacitance and capaoitan0e

required lor balancing
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and it follows that

ei-eo e_ de 
s +C

e de e.
^— s + sC . = s dt

Multiply by e”-^ and integrate to obtain the Laplace \

Transform
Od

ye~pt«0dt + /e_pt ip sdt + je_I>tsC -jp. = ( e~®"t ^ a dt

fe_pte dt = E„ J 0 0

(•-** JSL sdt
A o

r
^ J e-I>te0dt + | •~irt«0dt + ....

L o

since for 8=0 also e = 0o
oo

f s-P*sC cflT” ^ = ^^p^< obtained in a similar manner as 
above

s(t)

Pig. 9. The modulator switch as a function of time:
w is the angular frequency of the switching c
voltage.
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/

nc

Pig. 10. Equivalent diagram of the diode modulator
with capacitive load.

f\J O

Pig. 11. The modulator working into a tuned circuit
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For-a complex input e±= e^V
oo ^ r j/u/„ ' c

!*
-pt°i

STo
sdt

W
-<p+jwm)tdt + re-(p+jv*dt

*A
Rp r J_ e- P+3%
< l^nT

)%w ^-(p+iw )2J,/Wc__ + e * nr ' c
P+3w -••••'

(p+jwHl -

Substitution yield

=- + ^ Eo + 5°Vo

®P

0 (p+iwm)(X+ a-^>m^/wo)

1
o 1C+Ho+Ep (1+pCR^,) P+3w )(l+e~1 P+^m^^c)

Where
v

To obtain eo as a function of time the inverse laplace 

Transform is used. (Jhereare poles at:-

p= — 7*TT" 9
°'ttT

Residue at p

P = -;wJr % r

-i
TJBj

and p= -i (_(2n-l)wc+w;, j

n= 0 f^1,*2,

Sp 1
V5? CET(p+dwm) (l+e-^+3WM^>cT. -1

mmmpmmmm

_ % ____________-i______________________
Ro+Rp (l-Jw .CIlj,.) fl-e-l;iwm-1/CHT^wc ]

Residue at p =-jwr

5l_ (
l (1+pCE^p) l+e-^+^mW«0

P=-3wr

*p
(V^) STl

or

EoEt,

1_____
■-JV'HjJ



Residue at p (26)

V1

-i [(2n-l)wc+ wm] 

1
(p+pCET)(p+3wm) [- p = _j [(2n-l)wc+wffi]

1

*<> =

5T (2n-l) [l-J {(2n-X )wc+wffl| CrJ 

Rp / .-V •-t/CRT

and hence

^(l-j^CEj) (1-jwmCEs) [l+e~( 3wm-;L/CHT;R/Wc] +

-j[(2n-l)w0+wm] t+ z:
n=- oo

L±.
57 (2n-l) [l-l {(2n-l )wc+w;i] CRC]

For R,p= 1 I, ft and C= 50xlO~P Farad, CR„= i 10~^ sec, 
and for all input frequencies well below 1 kc/s the transient 
(second) term can be neglected.

The steady state response for wm << wc is:-

«-3*m* f 1 + 3 8-jwc
° V*p -2(1+ 57(l-jwc

* - «Epl, [.. .1 .. + 2 oo
y

,2(l-jwmCRT) ji L.— 
Yl-l

where tg/3= (2n-l)wcCET

3 *+JV ,_ ••••••

Sin [(2n-l)wct -ft]

For w at least 10 times smaller than the first m c
term in the brackets can be neglected since it is normally 
filtered out in the following A.C. amplifier. The output for 
a sinusoidal input can be obtained by talcing the real or the 
imaginary part of the complex output since e^= e~^wc^ =
Cos wQt - jSin wct. Then, by considering the fundamental 
term only the output for an input e^ = Cos wQt becomes
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2 Ep 4.

eo= xG&Bp cos V
Sin (w0t -ft)y 1 + (w^’ (11)

oCBTtg/3= w.

which is the equation of a suppressed carrier amplitude 
modulated wave.

The above equation shows that the capacitor C will not 
affect the input signal but it will alter the phase of the 
carrier frequency only. In this case a time constant is defined 
by the input resistor 5^,= EQ (R^ very large) and the total 
capacitance C. Assuming RQ = 1 Lift and C = 50^ F a break- 
frequency of 3*1 kc/s is obtained, which implies that for a 
switching frequency of 3.1 kc/s the carrier will suffer a phase 
shift of 45° and a attenuation of 3 db.

Phase shift of this size is very undesirable since the 
output of the demodulator following the A.C. amplifier is 
proportional to the Cosine of this phase angle. Also, the 
attenuation will reduce the efficiency of the modulator.

3*3 Modulator working into a tuned circuit.
To eliminate the effect of the capacitance an inductance 

L is used to tune the circuit as shown in Pig. 11 , in which 
is only a sufficiently large capacitor to pass the carrier 
frequency. Obviously for satisfactory operation the impedance 
of the tuned circuit at resonance should be several times larger 
than the input resistor. EQ# In this case a suppressed carrier
amplitude modulated wave is applied to a resonant circuit tuned

7 Pito the carrier frequency,and a well known network theorem ’

states that the effect of such a circuit upon the signal 
frequency w is the same as that of a single R.C. lag network
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whose break frequency is 1/2JIR2C ; above this frequency the 
signal voltage will be attenuated at 6 db/oct. However, this 
theorem would apply only if the modulator and the tuned circuit 
do hot interact. If the coupling capacitor is made too small 
phase shift and attenuation of the carrier frequency may occur 
when the impedance of the tuhed circuit at resonance and the 
reactance of the capacitor become comparable. If the coupling 
capacitor is large it was found experimentally that phase shift 
of the input signal may take place. The mathematical analysis 
of such circuit becomes very difficult, but for suitable values 
of the above network theorem is applicable as will be show# 
when the actual modulator is described.

For the modulator, fi may be assumed to be equal to the 
input resistor HQ, provided that the losses in the resonant 
circuit are small. The minimum value of the load capacitance is 
about 50jy~F, and so for RQ * 1 MA, the break frequency is 1600 
c/s. Signal inputs of higher frequencies will be subject to a 
phase shift greater than 45^ and this may be unacceptable from 
the overall stability point of view. This shows that the require
ment for high input resistance limits the frequency response to 
little over 1000 c/s., Additional damping may be used but this 
will reduce the gain of the modulator. Since a carrier wave may 
be modulated with signals having frequency components of up to 
1/10 of the carrier frequency, there is little to be gained, in 
this type of application , by increasing the switching frequency 
above 10 kc/s.

The tuned circuit also aA*fcs as band pass filter t it

tends to reduce:-
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(i) Any components of the input signal which are not 

superimposed on the carrier? if present they may appear at the 
output of the drift-corrector and cause unstability.

(ii) Transit pulses and switching transients and thus 
reduce drift in the modulator.

(iii) Power frequency pick-up which will result in 
reduced noise level.

3.4 The silicon diode
In the previous sections it was assumed that two identical

diodes were used allowing perfect balance to be obtained at the
diode junction point,(Pig.6). In practice the characteristics
of the diodes will vary widely and several adjustments may be
requierd to obtain a satisfactory balance and also, drift is
largely dependent upon the diodes used. Thus,a study of the
diodes properties become necessary.

3.4.1 D.C. properties. The D.C. characteristic of a
silicon diode for a few tenth of a volt in the forward and in

qthe backward direction is well defined by the relation ’

i = iB (e17 - 1) + - Jp - 1)*............... (12)

where i is the voltage across the diode
i - reverse saturation current s
i^ - leakage current 
T - absolute temperature 
A - a constant
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To determine the D.C. characteristic of a diode the 

circuit shown in Fig. 12 can be used, which can measure currents 
down to IQ”10 ampere. The operational amplifier X which has as ,T 
input computing element the diode to be investigated, must have 
a low grid current valve and the amplifier Y should have low 
short time drift or be drift corrected. Then the current is 
given in terms of the output voltage v2 and the gain Ey of 
amplifier Y by

$ - ■ ■ ■ —*—*— •■•7 - - ■ - ■
i = v2 / ICy 10 ampere.

and the diode voltage is v = v^.
A typical semilogarithmic plot in the forward direction

is shown in Fig. 15* The plot consists of two straight lines
each corresponding to ig and i^, and tiieir actual values can be
found by extending the lines down to v = 0.

SILICON IQ MSI

Fig. 12. Circuit to measure the D.C. characteristic
of a diode.
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Fig. 13. Circuit to measure recovery time.

Fig. 14. A typical reoovery characteristic of
silicon diode.
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J»OP£ VOLTS

.

Fig.15. A typical forward characteristic of a 
i silicon diode.



Examination of the diode equation (12) shows that 
there are 3 parameters to he considered ig, and A.

i varies considerably from diode to diode "but may bes
as small as lCf^ aon>. Its effect is to give logarithmic 
behaviour of the diode up to 0.5 volts in the forward directions 
above this voltage large deviations from the logarithmic law 
can be expected.

Q "I p
i^ is of the order of 10"* to 10*" ^ amp. and will 

determine the current in the forward direction up to the point 
where saturation and leak^g® current effects become comparable.
In ^ig. 15 this is shown as a change in slope of the logarithmic 
characteristic to roughly i of the original value below 0.3 volts 
fn the reverse direction the total reverse current is determined 
by i^, the effect of ig being negligible. Diodes with low leak-s
age current are characterized by excellent logarithmic character
istic in the range of +0.1 to +0.5 volts and very high resis
tance in the nonconducting direction.

Table 1 gives the number of diodes with logarithmic 
behaviour for various types of diodes measured by the above 
method s-

TABLE 1.

(33)

Type Total number Number of diodes log. in the 
range +.1 to +0.5 volts.

Ferranti ZS10 20 2
Philips 0A200 20 2
Hues HD6007 30 16
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------ A recent publication ^ presents data on Raytheon
silicon diodes. In a similar manner as above the number of
diodes is listed for various types, but in terms of decades
of current with logarithmic bevavior, Also, the sqme conclusion
is reached i.e, only certain types will have a reasonable
proportion of diodes which are logarithmic down to +0,1 volts.

The constant A determines the slope of the logarithmic 
curve and is reasonably constant for a given make of diode as 
a rule.

Equation (12) also shows that the diode current is a
logarithmic function of temperature. This temperature effect
appears to differ only slightly for all the diodes examined
and typical curves are given in Pig. 15 for two values of 
temperature,

3.4.2, A.C, properties. The A.C. properties of 
semiconducting diodes are usually characterized by their
capacitance, recovery time and rectification efficiency.

The capacitance can be measured by the substitution 
method using a standard Q- meter. All the diodes listed in 
Table 1 have a value of capacitance between 1and lO^P.

Reverse recovery time of a diode is the time required to 
regain a specified back-resistance (or back current) after the 
application of a reverse voltage pulse. Since it was established 
that drift and balance are largely dependent upon the behaviour 
of the diodes in the transit period the recovery times of variois 
diodes were compared. Reverse performance of diodes is character
ized by a fairy high surgaof current which decays(roughly,

f

exponentially) as the carriers disappear aM the back resistance 

is restored. Values of reverse recovery time are affected by the
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initial forward current, the circuit resistance and by the rev-' 
erse voltage applied. There is no fixed standard of measurement * 
of recovery time and various manufactures have adopted different 
methods. A simple method is shown in Fig. 13 i the switch k is 
closed and the voltage observed on a C.E.O. with short rise 
time (Tektronix.). A photograph is shown in Fig. 14* In the 
present application the absolute value is of no interest but 
it was found that the diodes ZS 10 whose performance is far worse 
than that of the diodes HD6007,have slightly shorter recovery 
times. Thus, it was concluded that, the recovery time is not an 
important factor at least for switching frequencies up to 10 
ke/s.

The rectification efficiency is mainly a function of the 
forward resistance and the capacitance of the diode. Its effect 
becomes critical only for very high frequency applications i.e.

1 pwell above 1 Mc/s and no attempt was made to measure it.
3.3 Balance in practical modulators.
3.3.1 Low frequency switching voltage. The modulator of 

Fig. 16 is balanced if, in the presence of a switching voltage, 
there is no potential difference between the diode junction and 
ground. For a switching voltage of square wave form and low 
repetition rate the condition for zero output during the 
conducting period, is that (Fig. 16.) *-

R^ R^ + Resistance of diode 1
^ ~ R^ + Resistance of diode 2 or a ~ ^
For a sufficiently large switching voltage of amplitude

,m 1 diode resistance can be smaller than R3 and R4 and
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hence the ratio h will depend mainly upon these two resistors. 
If a ^ b an unbalance voltage © is developed where

wv

6 =oc m ( r2
^1+^2

j
W R.

R.R, R,R2but since Rq is normally much larger than (-g ) ,
3 4 12which is the internal resistance of the open circuit voltage, 

the unbalance (R finite) is very nearly as above and can be 
rewritten as

e m (tt^ - tttt) (13)oc ~ '35a ~ I+P 
During the nonconducting period the condition for zero 

output is
p» or a = cRr

since R» and R", the blocking resistances of the diodes, 
are much larger than R^ and R^,

If a / c an unbalance voltage eQn is developed such
that R.• = mon v1^ (I*a 1 ^I+e; * (14)

where R^ = R*R,f/(R*+Rn) is the internal resistance of the 
output voltage for Rq= oo , and the above result follows 
from Thevenin»s theorem. It is seen that if R^ is large the 
unbalance voltage eQn will be very small and also, that the 
unbalance is largely dependent upon the input resistor Rq$ 
this is in agreement with experimental results which indicate 
that modulators with a lower input resistor will have 
smaller drift.

If the ratio a is made variable the conditions of
interest which may arise are:-
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o /V o

Fig. 16 Circuit illustrating balance and modulator drift.

I0kc/5 
9 9

sjim^ = =■=:
i V. R.M.S.

100 Si 5si 100 si

10

HD6007

Fig 17 Complete modulator circuit
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(i) e s e i.e. the voltages at the diode junctionoc on

point during both conducting and nonconducting periods are the 
same. For this type of unbalance there is no alternating ^ 
voltage at the diode junction but only a direct voltage of 
magnitude e^ = e which causes a current to flow in the 
input resistor. If, as in computing amplifiers, high impedan
ces are involved this is very undesirable.

(ii) e0<5 = - eQn. In this case a pure alternating 
voltag© appears at the diode junction having no direct comp
onent. The main process of balancing however, is to reduce 
this voltage to a minimum: if present it will give rise to a 
spurious output and, as will be explaned later, may cause drift 
due to gain changes of the following A.C. amplifier.

(iii) e_/ e ^ This condition is also undesirable sinceon' oc.
both D.C. and A.C. components will exist simultaneously.

The only case in which the potential difference between
the diode junction and ground will remain zero at all times
is when e * e =0 and examination of the equations (13) on oc
and (14) reveals that this condition can only be met if

a * b = c.
Clearly, a control must be introduced to vary either b

or c, in addition to that required to vary a, in order to
meet this requirement.

3.5.2. Higher frequency switchihg voltage.
Consider now a switching voltage of higher frequency of

either square or sinusoidal waveform. Capacitive and transit 
effects i.e. the behaviour of the diodes in the intermediate



condition between fully conducting and fully nonconducting,
(39)

should be examined.
During conduction the condition remains as-before (a=*b)
During the nonconducting period the capacitive reactance

may be many times smaller then the resistance of the diodes
and so the condition for balance is

Impedance of diode 1. 
a =c ......... I,

Impedance of diode 2.

thus both the phase and magnitude of the diode branch impedances 
should be controlled.

To ensure complete balance during the transit period it 
is required that the incremental resistance dv/di of the diodes 
should be equal at every point of their characteristic.1-^
If the current-voltage relation is i = i ev/AT , which is trues
for a small leakage current i^ and a sufficiently large diode 
voltage v (see equation 12) then

dia? - 1
sv/AT dv3T ATIT'S AT AT

i.e. for every current i and temperature T the incremental 
resistance is a function of A only. Since the current i is 
common for the two diodes the requirement for balance is that 
the diode constants A should be equal, which means, equal 
slope of the two logarithmic curves. There is no apparent 
reason why the actual shape of the characteristic should be 
critical but in practice it is difficult to achive satisfactory

balancing unless botli diodes follow a logarithmic law over the
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whole operating region. (Pig. 15 dotted line).

Generally the constant A will not vary widely for a 
given type of diode hu.t it was found that matching in pairs 
is very helpful . The D.C. characteristics are determined 
by the method described in Section 3*4-/ and pairs of diodes 
with logarithmic behaviour and similar slopes or possibly 
completely equal characteristics are selected. The work 
involved is relatively small and this will ensure best perform
ance in the modulator.

3.6. Pinal modulator circuit.
The considerations in the last section led to the deve

lopment of a modulator circuit as shown in Pig. 17. The swit
ching voltage is-1 volt r.m.s. of 10 kc/s. supplied from a 
potcore transformer.

The potentiometer is used to obtain a suitable ratio 
♦a* and C2 an<* are used "^° <P*aiize the phase and magni
tude of the diode branch impedances during the nonconducting 
period. Using these three controls a balance can quickly be 
obtained by trial and error. To check that not only A.C. 
balance is obtained but also that no D.C. voltage exists at 
the diode junction, the input resistor (680 Kil) is disconnected 
or connected to ground and its effect on the A.C. balance is 
observed: the desired balance is obtained when 2x0 change takes
place and the A.C. residual voltage is a minimum.

The resistive balancing arm consists of a potentiometer

?1 (v ohms) and of two resistances of only 100 sl in order to
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reduce the effect of capacitive coupling between the primary 
and the secondary windings of the supply transformer and to 
keep other pick-up voltages to a minimum. The series resistors 
of the diode branches have a value of 200 kXI but these were 
used mainly because such wire wound resistors were available : 
a value of 100 kn.would be preferable. These resistors are 
kept sufficiently high to ensure that operation is limited to 
the logarithmic region of the diodes but yet they are several 
times smaller than the input resistor EQ = 680 k There is 
a 10 k XI potentiometer in only one of the diode branches and 
during the process of balancing a reversal of diode position 
may be required.

The balancing capacitor is only 10^P. but this has 
been proved adequate. A much larger value can not be toler
ated since the capacitor is part of the tuned circuit and also 
in series with the resistors (200 kn.) in each diode branch: 
this will increase the losses of the circuit and may reduce the 
modulator gain. The variable capacitor will balance capacitive 
differences and as will be shown later, reduce the effect of 
variations of diode resistance in the nonconducting direction.

The tuned circuit consists of an inductance of 0.9.Henry 
(Q = 40) and a capacitance of 200^F plus the tuning capacitor, 
the input capacitance of the valve amplifier and the balancihg 
capacitors. The total capacitance would be about 270^J?.
Then assuming that the losses in the circuit are determined by 
the input resistor only and that there is no interaction between

the modulator and the tuned circuit a signal break frequency is
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defined, as shown in Section 3*3» as :-

1
2JHSS5' * 1________________ rn—

23Ti680x2z270x10-1 zlO3
424 c/s.

In fact it was found that for certain values of coupling 
capacitor the above result is very nearly obtained. In 
Pig. 18. is shown the experimental attenuation characteristic 
of the input signal for various values of C^. It is seen that for 

» 200^F the break frequency is 4-00 c/s and for 1500^F 
P it is about 250 c/s. For larger values of coupling capacitor 
additional attenuation is introduced at the lower frequencies 
of somewhat less than 6 db/oct. The attenuation characteristic 
above 800 c/s was difficult to measure but the attenuation 
slope appeared to be more than 6 db/oct. In the present appli
cation a coupling capacitor 1500^-F or less can be used and it 
will be shown later that the drift-corrected amplifier will be 
stable.

In computer applications the input voltage to the 
modulator will be very small, except in cases of heavy overload, 
and the linearity of the modulator for a few millivolts is 
excellent. For input voltages smaller than 1 mV the gain may 
be slightly less, depending upon the residual voltage, but this 
is of no consequence since the modulator is in a feedback circuit 
and small variations in gain will not affect the operation.
A D.C. input voltage of 1 mV will result in a 10 k c/s 
sinusoidal output voltage of appox. 0*9 mV peak to peak.

Fig. 19# shows the type of residual voltage which remains

after the best possible balance has been obtained in the 
modulator; it is mainly the second harmonic of the switching
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frequency and may be 0*1 mV or many millivolts depending on 
the diodes used. Normally, a residual voltage larger than 1 mV 
can not he tolerated. Fig 20. shows the output wave form of 
the modulator for an input frequency of 50 c/s and 500 c/s.

3*7* Modulat or drift.
Since the modulator is essentially a bridge circuit, a 

change in any of the branches will disturb the balance. Only 
wire wound resistors are used and all capacitors are mica or 
air insulated. Under these conditions the drift due to changes 
in the diode characteristics is far larger than that due to 
changes in the other components.; This was verified by recordingt .the output for variable ambient temperature and over long periods 
of time when the diodes in the modulator were disconnected.
Also, in bridge circuits the ouput due to unbalance is propor
tional to the applied voltage, and so, the switching voltage 
is kept as small as possible, and yet sufficiently large to 
cause conduction in the forward direction.

During the conducting period drift due to changes in 
diode resistance is considerably reduced by the large fixed —,
resistors in series with the diodes. In fact if the voltage 
applied in sufficiently large this change can be made as small 
as desired, but this will increase the drift in the nonconducting 
and transit periods. The only significant cause of variations of 
diode characteristics is temperature changes and measurements 
have shown that the drift is less than 0.02 per °C for all 
pair of diodes examined at a forward voltage of 1 volt.
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777'"

l.Tp

Fig, 18. The attenuation characteristic of the
modulator of Fig. 17 for various values 
of coupling capacitor C^.
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Pig.19. Residual voltage in the modulator after the 
heat possible balance has been obtained.

Pig*20. Modulator output for an input
frequency of 50 c/s and 500 c/s*
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200 KJl.

200H-P-

CAPACITORS TO ZEPUCE 
POWER FREQVEVCV PICit-VP

DRIFT-CORECTEJ) 
AMPLIFIER.

Fig* 21. Circuit to measure modulator drift in the
conducting direction

Fig. 22. Simplified modulator circuit applicable only 
when the diodes are not conducting.

—AAA—

L-A/\A-I

Fig. 23. Equivalent modulator circuit for a step input of 
switching voltage in the nonconducting direction.
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The simple set-up of Fig. 21. was used: basicly it is the same
modulator circuit hut a D.C. voltage is applied instead of an 
A.C. switching voltage. The diode junction is connected to the 
input of an operational amplifier and its output measured. The 
diodes are kept in a metal container and heat is applied from 
outside. Any direct application of heat will result in an 
unbalance larger than the above figure, and the following 
conclutions were reached for the modulator i-

(i) The diodes should be kept in a closed compartment.
(ii) They should not be widely separated
(iii) They should not be located close to walls or other 

components which are subject to wide temperature variations.
(iv) Air drafts should be avoided.
During the nonconducting period capacitive as well as 

resistive components are of importance. Since the balancing 
capacitor is several times larger than the capacitance of the 
diode, the total capacitance is effectively constant and only 
changes in resistance need be considered. To show that the 
diode capacitance does not affect the stability, the yalue of 
the balancing capacitor was increased, but this resulted in no 
improvement. Thus , in the following only unbalance in diode 
resistance is investigated.

Consider the modulator unbalanced in the nonconducting 
direction to such an extend that an unbalance voltage eQn would 
appear at the diode junction in the absence of all capacitive 
effects. Then with a suddenly applied blocking voltage ,m* it
was shown in section 3.5. that
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e = m on
O / 1 1 >

Rg+E^ '1+ a 1+ c' (14)

The circuit capacitance, however, will considerably affect 

this unbalance. The time constant of the series resistor 

(200 kn) and the balancing capacitors (lO^F) is only 2x10*“" 

seconds, and in the following analysis can be neglected.

Thus the modulator circuit can be simplified as shown in Pig.22 

where E’jR” and C'^C" are the respective resistances and capaci

tances of the two diodes. The conditions for balance can be 

stated as

a m R’
w

C"
TTT

In the following it is assumed that a= R^/R2 = C"/C?

but rVR” = c / a, and the output e, developed across R isu o
derived for a suddenly applied blocking voltage of magnitude *m‘.

The open circuit value of e^. is given in Laplace Trans

form notation by ^

R,2 IF + P°"
Ri +R0 I ! T 

l -L - 1----------------- + T—M 4._

=M

—jf +P^

R"(l+pC'E')

12 (R ’+H") {l+pfrfjF( C '+C ")}.

a2 
R, +R

R" (1+pC’R')

2 R'+R" (l+pCpRp)
where

V

R'R"

R'+R"

For a step input M

and C a C»+C"
p
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Eto = m

= m

R" (1+pC’R
p(R-j_+it2 j ~ fnrwy pU+pCpRpjv-]

R"
p(Rl+R2) pcR'+R”) + (RI+R..)(1+ i_)

PT>
R"C'E

( R'+R") CpRp (1+ ^-) J

= m (m- i7o)(| " 11—>
p w

The circuit can now be represented as in Fig.23#
►
£

R1R2Assuming that IL» — the voltage developed across
So is given by:-

Et = Eto R +o X
*p^P

E*° w 7zS&r *h” ^ ^
i0 U^pCpRp)

Et - m (ITa - I?c>'<5 - ZJZ' ^ U+pCpJj) or

Et eon pil+pdpi^J
The solution as a function of time is

et = eon(1 * • (15)

The initial rise of voltage per second is then:- 

eon m /l 1 ^
W <TfS '175

and is independent of the input resistor R
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Thus, for a sufficiently high switching frequency, the 

unbalance in the nonconducting direction is mainly determined 

by the time constant C^R^ and can on^*/ improved by 

increasing this term. Cp is part if the tuned circuit and 

cannot be increased indefinitely but Rp is a property of the 

particular diode used and should be as high as possible. It 

is interesting to compute the unbalance at the end of a 

blocking period for the modulator of Pig.17 for both 

Rq = 1 Ma and Rq = oo . With a switching frequency of 

10 kc/s, t = 1/20,000 ; also if Bp = 10?vand C^= 30xl0~12 Ps

e^ = m (j££g£ *“ ) 0.812 x 10 ^ volts .... .for R^ — 1 Mil

®t = m - x+c^ x 10- volts.................... for RQ = oo

It is clear that at 10 kc/s the unbalance due to 

changes in diode resistance in the nonconducting direction
cubouT

is reduced by a factor of ^ 1000 and is almost independent 

of the input resistor RQ.

The effect of drift arising in the transit period is 

not reduced by the modulator circuit as are those which occur 

during the period of full conduction and complete nonconduction 

Experimental results tend to show that this effect can be 

made small only by using diodes whose characteristics are 

essentially logarithmic, as mentioned in Section 3.5-
In conclusion it may be said that the modulator output 

due to unbalance is mainly due to changes in diode characteris

tics with temperature, but fortunately such changes are 

completely reversible and give rise to no long term drift.
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4, THE DRIFT-CORRECTOR

4.1 General

The modulator described in Section 3 was used to build 

drift-correctors specifically desgned to work in conjunction
-> /T

with the high gain D.C. amplifier used in UTAC. They 

consist of an input filter, modulator, A.C. amplifier, demodu

lator, output filter, monitor and cathode follower as shown 

in Fig. 24. The modulated carrier is amplified in the A.C. 

amplifier and then rectified in the phase sensitive demodulator 

to obtain an amplified version of the input signal. The total 

D.C. to D.C. gain is 400 and since the drift of the D.C. 

amplifier used does not exceed 40 mV this now corresponds to a 

maximum drift of only 0.1 mVi oinoe the reduction of the D.C. 

amplifier drift is proportional to the gain of the drift- 

corrector. This is smaller than the long term zero stability 

of the modulator, and so there is no reason to use a higher 

value of drift-corrector gain. The individual sections of the 

drift-corrector are described below.

4.2 The input filter.

Its main purpose is to shape the frequency response of 

the drift-corrector but it will also reduce the carrier 

frequency leak back to the input of the D.C. amplifier, 

which however, even without a filter is negligible.

Consider the input filter on its own (Fig. 25), and 

neglect the effect of the modulator input resistor RQ. Then, 

its transfer function is
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/

Ftlt~270 xn

= 0'04-^F 
= 4-7

■o

Fi,g:.25. The input filter

Tig. 26. Attenuation and phase characteristics of the
input filter

Rii Ko
°——W— - - - - W- - - - - 1 - - - - - °f

! j 6 1= C/2 e

o- - —
S(t)<——- - o

Fig. 27. Circuit to ezplain the additional attenuation
due to the input filter.
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H12 + pC^ 2^3.2 + ^

Clearly there are two break frequencies

mrn—rj,—tt5—\ = 12.5 c/s and
^ Ji ^12'‘ttll+‘K124'

‘ 84o/'

The attenuation-phase characteristic is shown in Pig. 26. 
The use of the input filter permits obtaining a slope of 
- 9 db/oct and thus increasing the first break frequency of 
the drift-corrector by about 3 octaves.

If now the input resistor of the modulator RQ is 
considered, but the resistor in the parallel branch is 
neglected, the circuit becomes as shown in Pig. 27, where 
•s * is a periodic switch and represents the action of the 
diodes. The output of such a modulator is zero when the 
switch is closed and is equal to the voltage e^ across the 
parallel capacitor when the switch is open. The voltage
however will rise exponentially with a time constant Rqqci2 =

6 60*27x10 xO.04x10 = 0.011 seconds, when the switch is open,
and will fall with a time constant Ci2%l**oA%l+^o^ =
0.008 seconds when the switch is closed. The period for 
which the switch is open or closed is 0.5xl0~*seconds i.e. 
about 200 times smaller than the above time constants and 
hence the voltage e^ is a D.C. voltage ( or a low frequency
voltage depending on the input signal) with a very small 
ripple of 10 kc/s.
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The D.C. current which flows through the input resistor 

Ho is ej_/2R0 an<* same current must flow through the 
resistor R-q which is given by (@ - ei)/Rn or

e - e. c“2TT
%

and e. e
V11 ^iWo * ^11'—©

Now, since is effectively the output voltage when 
the switch is open, the input filter will reduce the gain of 
the modulator by the factor

2R° = 2xO,68xlQ6________ = 0.84
Ell+"Eo icr(0.27 + 2x0.68)

The resistor in the parallel branch will slightly alter 
this result but the main purpose of this discussion was to 
show that all input signals will suffer a constant attenuation 
in addition to the normal frequency attenuation due to the 
input filter.

The effect of the input filter on the input impedance 
ZQ is to effectively reduce its value for all frequencies 
above 12.5 c/s$ this is discussed in detail in Section 5.1.

4.3 The A.C, amplifier
An R.C. coupled amplifier is used having as an input 

stage a pentode with a gain of 140. This is followed by a 
triode which works directly into the demodulator. The total 
A.C. gain is 1800. The design of this amplifier is not 
critical, however the following points have been considered

(i) The input stage may affect the operation of the 

modulator. Should the capacitance of the input valve change
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in operation, the resonant circuit will not be tuned to the 
carrier frequency and this will result in loss of gain, phase 
shift of the carrier frequency, distortion of the envelope 
of the modulated signal and may also disturb the balance of the 
modulator. Most serious could be tie Miller capacitance i.e. 
the effective capacitance which appears at the input of an 
electronic valve due to the feedback action of the grid-plate 
capacitance and the otage gain. If a triode is used with a 
grid-plate capacitance of 1.7^F and a stage gain of 50, the 
valve will have an equivalent input capacitance of about 

1.7 i 50 = 85yy.Farad.
This is nearly half the value of the tuning capacitor of 

the modulator (Fig. 17) and thus, the modulator performance 
will depend upon the stability of the input valve.

To avoid this a pentode is used which with a stage gain 
of 140 and grid-plate capacitance O- 0.025/-rF has a Miller 
capacitance of only 0.025 x 140 = 3.5^rF.

(il) Care was taken to keep all break frequencies of 
the amplifier higher than 10 kc/s, *Jhe frequency of the 
switching voltage. Consider the equivalent diagram of a 
R.C. coupled valve amplifier as showa in Fig. 28, where 

is the input voltage
- the output voltage
- the plate resistance of the electronic valve
- the load resistance
- the grid resistor of tie following valve
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E"
W

C - the total capacitance, including plate and stray 

capacitance and the input capacitance of the 

following valve.

J* - the amplification factor 

The transfer function of such an amplifier is

J* x h

<ww*w u* *> ***
In Section 3.2 it was shown that the voltage to he

amplified is a suppressed carrier amplitude modulated wave.

The effect of a filter upon such a voltage can he examined
14using Bifid operators and to find the output e" of a 

four-terminal network having a transfer function G- = l/(l+pT) 

when the input is e» = f(t) Cos w t, where f(t) can he any 

function of time, one writes

i+pF i+pmT+pctr

hut since 2 2

l+ Py—T - P_T rc

(1+ PmT)^ - Po T2

hence

(1+ PmT) -P0T
7TZ

(l+wc T ) ♦ 2PmT + PmT
and the output will he

(l+PmT) F(pm)
Cos w t + c £ W T ECPyy,)

(l+wcT )+2pmT+P;Tm J(i+w^)+2pmT+j£r^j

The quantities in the square brackets are functions of 

Pm and can he evaluated by Laplace Transforms for any given 

modulating voltage f(t). Before operating on p^ however, 

consider the denominator of the above expression. Eor all
frequencies we»wI] one has 2pmT + p2 T2 « (1+ w2 T2)
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Fig. 28. Equivalent diagram of a R.C. coupled 
A.C. amplifier

Fig. 29. Input versus output characteristic of
the demodulator
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and for e» = f(t) = Sin w t the output becomes

Sin wtit _ m= ------
w*Tc

w T Cos w t w T Sin w t
Cos w t + —' " Cos wt + — ----- n—S~ Sin w t

c 1+ w~3r 0 -2 01+ wc T‘

The second term can be neglected, since for wcT<l
it is much smaller than the first term and for w T > 1 it isc
much smaller than the third term, provided that wm^ wc*

Thus the output becomes

e

e

Sin w^t wQ T Sin w^t
.iv" w COS W t +C. C1+ w I

Sin w t m

---- 2—p-1+ w ^ T c
Sin w t c

Cob (wot - If)

yi + w2t2 1
(16)

tg r =

The last equation indicates that only the carrier will
suffer phase shift and that the signal frequency is not
affected, provided that w << w .me

The Miller capacitance of the triode amplifier following 
the pentode, with a gain of 13 and a grid-plate capacitance 
of is 12 x 1.7 = 22^Farad. The total capacitance,
including plate and stray capacitance, will be about 3(D^.F* 
Then with R_ = 2 Mil (for the valve EF86), Rt = 220 kXl and
R = 680 kilt he time constant of the input stage becomes&

RTRR L g a .. —50.45 x 10 " seconds.
ELHg+EaRg+HLRa

It follows from equation (16) that a carrier frequency 
of 10 kc/s will suffer a phase shift of

r tg-1 w T = tg-1 25T x 104 X 0.45 x 10“5
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The time constant of the triode amplifier is very small, 

since the plate load resistance is only 22 3cXL, and the 

phase shift introduced is negligible.

Phase shift of the carrier frequency is not important 

from the stability point of view in a feedback circuit and its 

only effect is to reduce the effective gain of the demodulator.

(iii) Since the modulator balance can never be perfect 

there is always some residual A.C. voltage at the amplifier 

input | thus even when the modulator input is zero there is 

an output from the phase sensitive demodulator. Should the 

gain of the A.C. amplifier change under this circumstances a 

form of drift arises. In practice the residual voltage may be 

equivalent to up to 1 millivolt h.C. input and so a 10$ 

change in amplifier gain will cause a drift of 0.1 mV.

4.4 The demodulator

Any type of phase sensitive demodulator can be used

whose long term drift is smaller than 40 mV ? this will
fk

correspond to an equivalent modualtor drift of 0.1 mV for a 

drift-corrector gain of 400. In this case two germanium diodes 

are employed in the same type of bridge circuit as is used 

in the modulator. No adjustment is required here and normal 

10$ carbon resistances are satisfactory. The switching voltage 

is provided from the same transformer which supplies the 

modulator (Pig. 24).

The action of the demodulator is simple. The diodes 

will alternately block or conduct and thus pass or attenuate
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alternately half cycles of the input alternating voltage in
a similar manner as the modulator. The output will depend upon
the phase relation between the input voltage and the switching
voltage. For a suppressed carrier modulated volatge input
Sin wfflt Cos (wQt + j*) and a switching voltage Cos wQt the

15output will contain the term
Sin wmt Cos ^ .............. ..............(17)

which is the desired output. The carrier frequency term and the 
higher harmonics, which will also be present, are greatly 
attenuated in the following E.C. low pass filter and can be 
neglected.

Equation (17) shows that the demodulator gain is 
proportional to the Cosine of the phase angle between the carrier 
and the switching frequency and for = 90° the output is 
zero. Thus, care was taken to keep the carrier phase shift, 
which may occur in the modulator or in the A.C. amplifier, 
to a minimum. Since the modulator employs a tuned circuit 
here the carrier phase shift is zero but it was shown that 
the input stage of the A.C. amplifier will shift the phase 
of the carrier by 16°. However Cos 16° = 0.96 which is 
very close to unity.

The demodulator switching voltage is 7 volts r.m.s. 
and the input versus output relation is shown in Fig. 29; it 
is seen that the demodulator is linear for signal inputs of 
up to 4 volts peak to peak, and that the output can never 
exceed 2.5 volts. This however is ample simce in normal 
operation the A.C. input is the residual voltage only, which
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should not exceed 1.5 volts peak to peak, the actual signal 
being many times smaller.

The bridge resistances are 10 kib, and the series 
resistance of the diode branches is 100 k^ in order to 
keep the switching power low. The coupling capacitor 
(QOOjyFarad) is chosen so that no phase shift of the modulating 
signal takes place. A similar effect as in the modulator 
was observed; for a large value of coupling capacitor the 
gain of the modulator will begin to fall at some frequency, 
which also depends on the diode series resistances. For the 
above values (C = 800^>F and R = 100 ktf.) the signal 
frequency for which the gain will begin to fall is well outside 
the frequency region of interest.

4.5 The output filter and cathode follower
The primary purpose of the output filter is to shape 

the frequency response of the drift-corrector and to remove 
the carrier frequency and higher harmonics from the output.
It is a simple B.C. lag network with a break frequency of 
4 c/s; its attenuation-phase characteristic is given in 
Fig. 30.

The cathode follower is used because of the requirement 
of the IJTAC D.C. amplifier for a low output impedance. The 
output impedance of a cathode follower is very nearly l/g^, 
where is the mutual conductance. In this case g^ =
1.5 mA/V and the output impedance is only 670 ohms. The 
output potentiometer (total value 2,5 kil.) will increase 
the output impedance of the circuit but this has been proved
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to be of no consequence. The drift of the cathode follower 
was found to be much smaller than the required minimum of 40 mV.

The output potentiometer controls the D.C. level of 
the drift-corrector output and when used in conjunction with 
a D.C. amplifier it is effectively the balance control i.e. 
the control required to obtain zero output for zero input of 
the combined amplifier.

4.6 The monitor
Before demodulation a small portion of the A.C. signal 

is rectified (Big. 24) and the voltage obtained is a measure 
of the A.C. amplifier output ; this is displayed on a output 
meter for monitoring purposes. In the absence of an input 
signal the monitor indicates the residual voltage of the 
modulator. Under these conditions the A.C. output can change 
only due to drift in the modulator or due to change in amplifier 
gain; normally a change in modulator balance will cause an 
increased meter reading and a change in amplifier gain a 
reduction in meter reading. Also, an overload or equipment 
failure is immediately apparent.

4.7 Balancing and testing of the drift-corrector.
The balancing , testing and setting-up can only be

done if a suitable test rack is available. The complete 
test procedure as adopted for this unit is presented in 
Appendix A. Once the drift-correct or has been set-up the 
only control which requires adjustment is the output 
potentiometer; such an adjustment only becomes necessery
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-6 dk/oct.

__i_

FKEOOe/VC Y

100 c/s

Pig. 30. Attenuation-phase chracteristic of the
output filter
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when a different D.C. amplifier is used or some of the 
drift-corrector components have been replaced.

4.8 Frequency response.
As was pointed out in Section 1.2, the drift-corrector 

is connected so that at low frequencies it is in series with 
the D.C. amplifier and at higher frequencies the D.C. 
amplifier alone is used. This is achieved by having a second 
input to the input stage of the D.C. amplifier and this is 
shown in a simplified form in Pig. 31. Under these conditions 
the transfer function of a drift-corrected amplifier is given 
by equation (1) and the frequency response function is

KG(Jw) = [l + K2G2(jw)l K1G1(jw)

The attenuation-phase characteristic of E^G-j^w), the 
frequency response function of the D.C. amplifier, is given 
in Pig. 32. The low frequency gain is 100,000 up to 400 c/s 
and then falls off at a rate of 9 db/oct, with a ml nirmim 
phase margin of 40°

So that the combined amplifier is stable in the presence 
of feedback, the overall phase lag must be less than 180° at 
all frequencies at which the combined gain is greater than 
unity, but normally a phase margin of 40° is required, por 
this to be so for the given D.C. amplifier, the phase shift 
due to the term [l + s3lou^d b© zero for all
frequencies above the lowest break frequency of the D.C. 
amplifier, which is 400 c/s. This will be the case if the 
gain of the drift-corrector K2G2(3'") is small compared
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+ 300\/

OUTPUT

INPUT
INPUT STflGrE OP THE

DC. firtPLinez

DRIFT
CORRECTOR

Fig. 31. Basic method used to connect a drift-corrector 
to the input stage of a D.C. amplifier

Fig. 32, The attenuation-phase characteristic of the 
high gain D.C. amplifier used in UTAC.
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Fig* 34*. The attemuation- phase characteristics of 
K2G2(jw) and [l + K2G2(jw)]
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wtf^evcy

Pig* 35# The attenuation-phase characteristic of the
drift-corrected amplifier



with unity for all frequencies higher than 400 c/s, and so 

the design criteria for the frequency response of the drift- 

corrector are :-

(i) Gain to he less than unity for all frequencies 

greater than 400 c/s,

(ii) Phase shift to he less than 180° at all lower 

frequencies.

The input and the output filters have heen designed 

to meet these requirements, From Fig. 18, Fig. 26, and 

Fig. 30 which are the attenuation - phase plots of the 

modulator, the input filter and the output filter respectively, 

the attenuation-phase characteristic of the complete drift- 

corrector can he constructed hy simple addition of the 

logarithmic slopes and the phase angles. This is done in 

Fig. 33 and in the same Figure is plotted the measured 

attenuation curve of the drift-corrector of Fig. 24. It is 

seen that there is an excellent agreement between theoretical 

and experimental results. A general slope of -9 dh/oct is 

present and the unity gain frequency is 200 c/s. For this 

frequency the phase margin is 40° and is no less than 

this figure for all lower frequencies.

To calculate [l + K2G2^W^1 the value of K^G^jw) 

is obtained from Fig. 33 and added to one. The necessary 

computation is done in Table 2. The attenuation-phase 

characteristics of K2G2(jw) and [l + 

plotted in Fig. 34 for comparison.

(69)

are
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Table 2.

Frequency
c/s

|e2g2(jw)|
db.

K2G-2(3w) 1 + K2G2(Jw) |l + K2G2(Jw)j 
db.

30 + 21 11/-1400 9.39/-1360 +19.5

xoo +9 2.8/-1400 2.14/-1220 +6.5

200 0 1/-1400 0.68/-700 -3.5

300 -6 0.5/-1400 0.63/-250 -4

400 -10 0.32/-1520 0.72/-140 -3

600 -15 0.18/-1600 0.84/-40 -1.5

To obtain the attenuation-phase characteristic of the 

complete drift-corrected amplifier the characteristic of

K Gri(3w) and that of [l + K2G2(jw)] are com1t)ined in Pig. 35.
6This plot shows that the low frequency gain is 40x10 or

+152 db. up to 4 c/s, and then falls off at a rate of

9 db/oct. It may be seen, that the phase margin is 40°

at the unity gain frequency and is never less than 38° for 

all lower frequencies; thus the combined amplifier will be 

stable in all normal computing circuits. The effect of 

increased phase shift at the lower frequencies is discussed 

in Section 5.3.

4.9 The switching voltage supply

The preliminary investigations, conducted to determine 

the performance of the silicon diode modulator for various 

switching frequencies, indicated that the wave form of the 

switching voltage is not critical and square-wave or sine-wave 

can be used. The wave forrr, however, should remain constant 

in operation and so the sine-wave was chosen because it is
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easier to generate and distribute without distortion.

Since the modulator employs a resonant circuit the 
frequency of the switching voltage must he kept constant; its 
effect is shown in Fig. 36. It is seen that an increase in 
switching frequency will result in a larger unbalance than a 
reduction in switching frequency, but no adequate explanation 
has been found. Also, a change in its magnitude will disturb 
the balance (Fig. 37)» and if a large number of drift- 
correctors are to supplied from the same generator a low 
source impedance is required. In UTAC a 10 kc/s crystal 
oscillator is available for timing purposes and this is used to 
supply a simple A.C. regulator as shown in Fig. 38. In this 
regulator a portion of the A.C. output is rectified and com
pared in the feedback path witl^, constant voltage derived 
from a reference tube (85A2); any difference voltage is 
used to control the gain of a pentode (EF86) and thus 
maintain the output voltage constant in spite of input and

ClUCJlT
load variations. The tuned Awhich forms the pentode load 
at 10 kc/s ensures a sinusoidal output free from distortion.

The switching power required in the modulator (Fig. 17) 
is very nearly 2

ioo1* loa = 5 * 10-3 watt8-
The switching power requierd in the demodulator 

(Fig.24) is approximately

72 -3—-r---- 2: = 2-5 xlO j104 + 104 watts
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UNBftLHNCE
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tos
SWITCHinfr FREQUENCY

wc/s ----1

Fig. 36. Typical unbalance caused by change in frequency
of the switching voltage.

UNBALANCE
m V.

SWITCHIN6 VOLTAGE 

R.M.S. ----*

Fig. 37. Typical unbalance caused by change in magnitude
of the switching voltage.
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EF80

Fig. 36. Circuit diagram of the switching voltage
regulator.
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Allowing for the additional losses in the transformer 

and the approximations made the total switching power becomes 
about 10 milliwatts. Thus,the regulator of Pig. 38 with 
a power output of 200 mW can supply up to 20 drift-correctors.

The use of a crystal oscillator and a regulator is 
certainly justified in an analogic computer since, with the 
addition of a few valves only, all drift which may arise 
from changes in switching frequency, voltage amplitude or 
wave-form are completely eliminated.

4.10 Mechanical construction.
The form and shape of the drift-correct or was determined 

by the space alocated in the amplifier panel of UTAC; a 
12 pin plug (Jones plug) is available which provides all 
the required voltage supplies and interconnections. A general 
view of the amplifier panel with the drift-corrector in its 
appropriate position is given in Pig. 41 . A switch at the 
rear of the panel can connect the drift-corrector to one 
D.C. amplifier only. The output potentiometer is accessible 
from the front of the panel and is used as balance control 
of the drift-corrected amplifier. A wander lead connects 
the input of the drift-corrector directly with the input of 
the D.C. amplifier to avoid leakage in the Jones plug.

The drift-corrector consists of a vertical section, 
which contains the input filter and the modulator, and a 
horizontal section , which contains the A.C amplifier,



the demodulator, the output filter and the cathode follower. 

Fig. 39 and Fig. 40 show the location of the various 

components in the drift-corrector. All components are standard 

manufactured products and only the switching voltage 

transformer and the tuning coil were wound to suit our 

requirement®.
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Fig. 40. The vertical of the drift-correct>r
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Fig* 41. The amplifier panel with the drift-corrector
in its normal position*
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5.0 THE DRIFT-CORRECTED AMPLIFIES AS A COMPUTING- ELEMENT. 
This Section deals with the effects upon computation

of the particular drift-corrector described in this thesis.
5.1 Input impedance.
With the drift-corrected amplifier used in a circuit as

shown in Fig. 42, for any input voltage V an output voltage
u’ will be established! its size will depend upon the computing
components Z^ and Zf. Also an error voltage V will be
set up at the input of the amplifier. For low input frequencies
the current which flows into the drift-correct or is 

e -e,
i as ----- • this was derived in Section 4.2 (fig. 27). Also,*11 eithe same current is i = ™— and hence e. = i2R and2E0 i o
substitution yields

e -t2Ro oi = —w---- or i « ■5----;-'^-........ (18)

This shows that the input resistance for all low 
frequencies is [%p + 2Rq1* However, to the value of Rq 
the resistance of the parallel combination of the diode 
branches during conduction should be added ; this resistance 
will depend upon the diodes used, the series resistances and 
the magnitude of the switching voltage applied. For the 
modulator in question each branch is about 400 kil, and the 
parallel ecmbimation 200 kh . Then, the total value of the 
input impedance at low frequencies is

Ru + 2(Bq+ 20Oxl03) = 270xl03 + 2xl03(680 + 200) = 2 MU.
Fcr all input frequencies higher than 12.5 c/s (the
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Fig. 42. A drift-corrected amplifier in a normal
computing circuit.

270
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Fig. 43. Circuit equivalent to the drift-corrector
input impedance.



the first break frequency of the input filter), the parallel 
branch of the filter becomes effective and at frequencies 
well above 84 c/s(the second break frequency of the input 
filter) the input impedance again becomes resistive, the 
approximate value being given by ZQ = (270+47) 10^ = 0,3 Ma, 
It is r.een from these considerations that the input impedance 
at any frequency is given by the equivalent circuit of 
Fig. 43 and its effect may be investigated, for any 
computing circuit, using equation (2).

5.2 Effect of modulator drift.
. The discussion in this Section is- somewhat idealized
since, in practice, the precise origin of drift is difficult 
to locate. However an attempt was made to analize the effect 
of drift upon the operation of a drift-corrected amplifier. 
Consider again such an amplifier as in Fig. 42 but with the 
input lead connected to earth. Then, in the absence of drift, 
v = u = 0. If now a drift voltage appears at the diode 
function (Fig. 16) it will give rise to an output voltage 

'u‘ which in turn will set up an error volatge ’e' tending to
THE

reduce the effect of^drift. For a sufficiently large amplifier 
gain it can be seen that the combined amplifier input is 
now effectively zero. Since drift contains only low frequency 
components the amplifier gain is simply K and the input 
filter, which will only slightly attenuate the input voltage, 
can be neglected.

(i) Drift in the conducting direction. For a modulator 
drift voltage e , the error voltage required to counteract

U V
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its effect is given 1)7 e = e . During the conducting period 
no current will flow through the input resistor Rq because 
equal voltages exist at either end. During the nonconducting 
period V will work into a very high impedance and will 
set up the same voltage V at the diode junction point; thus* 
a D.C. voltage e = eQn will exist at all times and hence 'e' 
will effectively work into a very high impedance. It also 
follows that this form of modulator drift has the same effect 
as that arising in a conventional D.C. amplifier having a 
large input resistance.

(ii) Drift in the nonconducting direction. During 
the conducting period the voltage at the diode junction will

i «he very small or zero since e^rt is zero and e will be 
attenuated due to the low resistance of the diode branchest 
a current will flow through the input resistor Rq. Then, 
in order that the effective input to the drift-corrector 
is reduced by the error voltage V , the voltage at the 
diode junction during the nonconducting period must also he 
equal to the voltage during the conducting period, and again 
a current will flow of the same magnitude. Dor a drift 
voltage e.h in the nonconducting direction only, the error 
voltage required to counteract its effect will he e = 
where is the mean value of during one period. This
is the ease since is quite independent of V ; the rate 
of change of voltage in equation (15) will not he greatly

i imodified by the introduction of an additional small voltage e.



For such unbalance a mean current will flow of equal 
magnitude during the conducting and nonconducting periods* The 
effective input resistance is then the sum of the input filter 
resistor R^, the modulator resistor RQ and the parallel 
resistance of the diode branches i.e.

(270 + 680 + 200)103 = 1.15 Mil.
Normally the situation is more complicated since 

unbalance will arise in both conducting and nonconducting 
direction simultaneously and because transit effects should 
also be considered* The effect of the resonant circuit and 
its losses have been neglected, but their inclusion in the 
above reasoning makes the analysis quite complicated. However, 
the purpose of the above discussion is to merely emphasize 
the fact that drift in the diode modulator will have the same 
effect as drift in a normal D.C. amplifier.

Experimentally it would be expected that if eQC existed 
on its own the drift error term F(1 + Zf/Zi + Zf/ZQ) in 
equation (2) would reduce to the form

^ + W
whereas if e. existed on its own,

(1 + -n— + —zi 1.15x10

this term would be

Tests were conducted to verify the above statement
and to find the actual value of Z^, and in fact the drifto
is intermediate between this two expressions. For example 
consider an adder with an input computing component = 
and a feedback resistor Rf - i Mil (Fig.5a) and so

0.1 MXl
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u, = f(l + -£) = f(l + 10) = Ilf 1 Rj.

since R^» ZQ and hence the output is independent of ZQ.
. Consider now the same adder with an input resistor
Ri = oo and a feedback resistor Rf * 10 Mil . In this case 
the output is

U2 =
a-

f(i + t (1 + )
From these two measurements a value of ZQ can be 

evaluated and it was found to be always larger than l «

5,3 The stability of the drift-corrected amplifier
in computing circuits.

The transient analysis of a computing amplifier, as 
presented in Section 2, is done under the assumption that 
the amplifier gain falls off at a rate of 6 db/oct. Equations 
(5), (7) and (10) clearly indicate the stability of an 
adder, integrator or differentiator. However,the gain of the 
drift-corrected amplifier described in this thesis, falls

IT

off at a rate of 9 db/oct (Fig, 35) and^still remains to 
be seen how this will affect the stability of computing
circuits.

The .stability of an adder (Fig, 5a) can simply be 
examined by considering the amplifier frequency response and 
the response of the feedback circuit. The feedback path is 
a simple resistive voltage divider; no additional phase shift 
is introduced and hence the circuit will be stable for all 
values of R^ and R^,,
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In the case of an integrator (Fig. 5h) the feedback 

path consists of a capacitor followed by a resistor i.e. a 
simple lead network. Such a lead network will tend to reduce 
the lagging phase shift of the amplifier and in fact make the 
circuit more stable.

The feedback path of a differentiator (Fig. 5c) consists 
of a resistor followed by a capacitor i.e. a lag network and 
its phase shift added to the phase shift of the amplifier 
can make the circuit unstable. This is the only case of interest 
and will be examined in some detail.

As a specific example consider a differentiator with 
R_^ = 10 ka, C^= 0.3^F and R^ = 1 Mil# The value of R^ 
has normally no bearing upon the computation and is usually 
chosen so that the system is stable for given values of Rf 
and C^. The transfer function of the feedback path alone is

For the above values the attenuation-phase characteristic 
of this circuit is given in Fig. 44. The inverted attenuation 
-phase plot of the feedback circuit is superimposed upon the 
attenuation-phase plot of the drift-corrected amplifier, as 
shown in Fig. 45, to determine the stability of the 
closed loop.

Examination of Fig. 45 reveals that the phase margin 
is positive for all low frequencies, then becomes negative
for frequencies between I0c/s and lOOp/s, and again positive 
for higher frequencies. The phase margin is positive when the

E _ Rj * 1//pCiIT + l/pC^
1 + pC.R.
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Fig. 44. The attenuation-phase characteristic of the 
feedback circuit of a differentiator.
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Fig. 45. The attenuation-phase characteristic of a 
conditionally stable differentiator.
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loop gain is unity at 40 ke/s and so the system is 
conditionally stable. If a drift-corrector is not used the 
system would be absolute stable since the D.C. amplifier alone 
has no phase shift below 400 c/s.

This example clearly indicates that the drift-corrected 
amplifier can be used sub differentiator almost equally well 
as the D.C. amplifier alone, if it is realised that the circuit 
may be conditionally stable. Tests were conducted to verify this.

5.4 Elimination of 3rid current
Grid current from the input valve of the D.C. amplifier

may cause considerable errors in integrators, but the use of
a drift corrector allows insertion of a capacitor in series
with the input of the D.C. amplifier and hence eliminates
all grid current effects (Pig. 2). A suitable resistor must
be connected between the grid of the input valve and ground
to pass the grid current. If the resistor is 5 Mil and the

-8grid current 10 amp.t which is normal for a conventional
valve, the capacitor must have a leakage resistance of at
least 5*000 Ksl in order to limit the current through the

—11capacitor and the computing components to less than 10 amp. 
Polystyrene (plastic) capacitor may have to be used to obtain 
such high leakage resistance. The UTAC D.C. amplifier has 
at its input a low grid current valve (1331400) giving a 
grid current of 10~i0 amp. ; thus, a normal mica capacitor 
is satisfactory if further reduction of grid current effects 
is desired.
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brea.U.

The ^frequency of the input capacitor and the grid leak 
resistor is chosen so that it is at least equal to the unity 
gain frequency o±n the drift-corrector. This follows directly 
from the requirement for stability in a feedback circuit, since 
the transfer function of the drift-corrected amplifier is now

KG(p) I'P|""pf + K2G2(p) ¥l(p)
where T is the time constant defined by the series capacitor 
and the grid leak resistor of the input valve. If 
is large compared with jwT/(l+jwT) at the unity gain 
frequency of the drift-corrector, then for the given 
frequency response of the D.C. amplifier (fig. 32) and that 
of the drift-corrector (Pig. 33) the system would be 
unstable (see Section 4.8). In the present drift-corrected 
amplifier it was found that for satisfactory operation the 
break frequency must be at least 25 c/s i.e. about 
3 octaves below tha unity gain frequency of the drift- 
corrector.

An undesirable feature of this method is the time 
required to elapse, after a heavy overload, for the amplifier 
output to return to its reference level, normally zero. If 
the absolute value of the output voltage of an operational 
amplifier exceeds a certain permissible level, the amplifier 
will saturate and can no longer reduce the error voltage 
at the input of the amplifier. The now large error voltage
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will saturate the drift-corrector and ehrge the input capacitorA

of the D.C. amplifier.
If the overload is removed there are a number of 

possible conditions depending upon the type of overload and 
computing circuit used. In general, however, the rate at which 
the output will fall is directly proportional to the input 
time constant T. The time constant of the output filter 
of the drift-corrector will also have some bearing upon 
the recovery time and may become critical if too large.
The high switching frequency of the silicon diode modulator 
permits keeping these two time constants small, and this 
results in considerable improvement compared with the 
mechanical modulator.
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6. P5RF0HT.IA.NCS>
It was shown in Section 2 that errors in the 

computation due to drift are by far the largest in normal 
computing circuits and thus, the most important feature of a 
drift-corrector is its inherent drift. It was also shown 
that the effect of drift in the diode modulator is the same 
as that of a conventional D.C. amplifier. Drift can he 
conveniently measured hy using an amplifier as an adder and 
from equation (2) it follows that for v = 0, the output 
due to drift is

u = f(l ♦ % + but if Zo

f

All drift measurements were done with R^ =* 1 MU. and 
R^ = 100k-n_ and hence f = u/ll, where ' u' is the output
of the amplifier in the absence of an input signal.

The performance of the silicon diode modulator is 
largely dependent upon the diodes used, hut no sharp 
distinction between good' or'bad' diodes can be made. Thus, 
no absolute figures can be stated, which would be applicable 
for all silicon diodes, and an average oT a maximum value 
is more suitable. A total of 8 drift-correctors were 
built using the best diodes i.e. the diodes with logarithmic 
characteristics of type ED6007 (see Table 1). The performance
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of these drift-correctors was observed over a long period of 
time when used in conjunction with UTAC high gain D.C. 
amplifier under normal operating conditions.

The residual A.C. voltage of the modulators and the 
noise voltage and the D.C. gain of the drift-correctors 
are listed in Table 3. It is seen that the residual

Ivoltage/2an vary considerably, but the gain and the noise 
voltage are very nearly constant. The noise level was 
measured by exactly the same method as the drift in a 
computing amplifier. A typical noise voltage is shown in 
Pig. 46 ; it consists mainly of 50 c/s and 100 c/s, the 
10 kc/s component being very small.

Table 3

Serial number 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
average

Residual voltage in 
mV equivalent input 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.35

Noise voltage in 
mV equivalent input

1.0 0.8 0.7 1.1 1.2 0.7 0.7 1.3 0.94

D.C. gain 400 400 410 390 400 380 400 oo 396

The drift of the drift-corrected amplifiers under 
various conditions is shown in Table where

(i) is the drift voltage after operation of over 
4 months ? these values were measured after 
the computer has reached a steady operating 
temperature.
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Fig. 46. A typical noise voltage of the drift- 
corrected amplifier

---

4000

Fig. 47. A typical warming up record of the output
of a drift-corrected amplifier in UTAC; the 
temperature in the modulator compartment 
has changed by 20°C.





(ii) is the drift voltage at first switching fonr after 
the computer has been completely switched ♦off* 
for at least one day.

(iii) is the drift voltage at first switching ♦on* hut 
if the heater power was left *on# when the rest 
of the computer was switched *off f.

(iv) is the temperature coefficient in mV/°C of 
the drift-corrector on its own, the temperature 
being measured within the modulator compartment.
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Table 4»

Serial
number 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 average

i 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.13
ii 1.2 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.58
iii 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.165
iv 0.06 0.035 0.005 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03

The above Table clearly shows the effect of temperature
and it is thought that even better perfoimance could be
obtained if some form of temperature control were to be

remployed. No significant long tern drift has been observed, the
A

effect of temperature being completely reversible. A record 
for a sudden change in temperature is given in Pig. 47 and 
a record under steady operating conditions in Pig. 48. The 
last Pigure shows that the short term drift is very small 
and cerfcai31-^ no more than 0.02 mV.

Diodes whose forward characteristics are not logarithmic
are difficult to balance and also the drift will be in excess
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of that listed in Table 4, hut if larger drift can he 
tolerated they could equally well he ured. In some eases 
the effect of temperature is not completely reversible and 
this is particularly true if low^lsw hack-resistance diodes 
are used. The switching voltage may also affect the balance$ 
a suddenly applied switching voltage may give rise to a 
drift similar to that due to a temperature change. Its 
average effect however, is only about 0.1 mV.
. During four months of continuous operation the drift
of the cathode follower and that of the demodulator have 
remained within the desired limits but the A.C. amplifier 
was not completely satisfactory. Its gain did not change by 
much more than 10$, but the input valve EP86 exibited a 
considerable change in input capacitance, in some cases by 
as much as 10^. Farad. This caused unbalance in the modulator, 
phase 3hift of the carrier and general loss of gains as a 
result half of the valves EF86 had to be replaced. This 
was not expected when the amplifier was designed and in the 
future more attention should be paid to the input stage of 
the A.C. amplifier.

The more important feature of the drift-correct or ares-
(i) Drift less than 1 mV under all normal operating 

conditions in UTAC, if logarithmic diodes are used | a 
detailed information is given in Table 3.

(ii) Input impedance 2 up to 12 c/s and is
never less than 0.3 Mu for all higher frequencies.
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(iii) D.C. gain is 400 and when working with the 
UTAC high gain D.C. amplifier a total gain of 40 x 10^ 
is obtained.

(iv) Noise level about 1 mV peak to peak mainly 50 c/s.
(v) Frequency response flat up to 4 c/s and then 

the gain is falling off at a rate of 9 db/oct.
(vi) The switching frequency is 10 kc/s.
(vii) The switching power required is only 10 milliwatts 

per drift-corrector.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
The work described in this thesis shows that silicon 

diode modulator's can be used successfully in drift-correctors 
for computing amplifiers. The circuit developed tends to 
reduce all drift except that arising during the transit period 
from full conduction to nonconduction; this can be kept small 
only by using diodes with logarithmic characteristics. Only 
a limited number of diodes were available but almost certainly 
there are other types which will exhibit a better logarithmic 
behaviour than the diodes examined. Also, with improved 
production methods and a possible preselection by the 
manufacturer it is believed that the number of diodes 
unsuitable for the modulator can be reduced to much less 
than 50$.

The drift of the silicon diode modulator is comparable 
with that of the mechanical modulator and has the advantages 
of higher frequency response, low noise level, low switching 
power requirement and a operational life limited only by the 
electronic valves. As a result of this develeopment all 
future D.C. amplifiers in UTAC will be drift-corrected!; 
a drift-corrector and a simple D.C. amplifier will te feidtg 
combined into one unit.
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10. APPENDICES
IQA. Drift-corrector test procedure.
Equipment required: test rack, cathode-ray oscillograph, 

AVO 8 multimeter, alignment tool, screwdriver, one wander lead. 
Before commencing the testing ensure that:-

(a) The 10 kc/s regulator delivers an undistorted output of 
6.7 volts r.m.s. - measured with AVO 8, voltage range 10 Y.

If a vacuum-tube voltmeter is used the output should be 7 volts.
(b) Connect one lead of the AYO 8 meter to the banana plug 

terminal designated D.C. (drift-corrector output) on the
small patching board at the rear of the amplifier panel (Fig. 41). 
The other lead is to be connected to ground.
(c) Connect a component plug to the first D.C. amplifier (the
amplifier to be drift-correeted) with a forward gain of 10 
(R^= 1 Mu and = 0.1 Ma ). Make sure that the test rack
and the amplifier are in good order ; balance the amplifier 
for zero output. Switch H.T. off.
(d) Put the drift-corrector switch off and also switch off 
the 10 kc/s supply at the regulator.

The testing should be done in the following order 
1. Insert only the valve 12AX7 into the appropriate socket 

in the drift-corrector unit to be tested and plug it into 
the amplifier panel. Connect the C.R.O. lead to the monitoring 
terminal of the drift-corrector. Plug one end of the wander

lead into the input terminal of the drift—corrector and clip 

the other end to the chassis.
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2. Switch H.T. on. Using a screwdriver rotate the output 

potentiometer of the drift-corrector and observe the AVO 8$
it must indicate between ± 1 volt. Adjust for zero output.
3. Switch the 10 kc/s supply on. The reading of the AVO 8 
should not change by more than 0.2 volts and the noise level 
as indicated on the C.R.O. should not exceed 200 mV. If these 
figures are exceeded the demodulator circuit should be examined 
and possibly the germanium diodes replaced.
4. Switch H.T. off. Switch 10 kc/s off. Insert the valve 
EP86 and after some warming up, switch H.T. on. Disconnect
the wandwr lead from the chassis and connect it to the regulator 
teiminal marked 20 mV peak to peak. Using the alignment tool 
vary the tuning capacitor in the drift-corrector and observe 
the output on the C.R.O. A broad resonance will be obtained 
and the C.R.O. should indicate about 4 volts peak to peak.
5. Connect the wander lead to the chassis. Switch 10 kc/s 
supply on. Using the alignment tool and a screwdriver vary 
the 3 balancing controls of the modulator and observe the 
C.R.O. Balance should be obtained with a A.C. output voltage 
of much less than 0.5 volts p.p.
6. Solder two silicon diodes into their appropriate position. 
Vary the three balancing controls and by trial and error 
obtain a balance such that:-

(i) the voltage indicated on the C.R.O. does not 
exceed 1 volt p.p.

(ii) disconnecting and connecting the wander lead to 
the chassis does not affect the A.C. balance i.e. 
no change in output takes place as indicated on the 
C.R.O. and the AVO 8 meter.
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k.Balance sould be obtained with a residual voltage as
A

small as possible and a reversal of diode position may be 
advisable. Check that by pressing the selevtivity button, 
on the front of the amplifier panel (Selector in D.C. position), 
a deflection is obtained on the panel meter not exceeding 
10 (5 divisions). Put the cover on and rebalance.
7. Connect the wander lead to the terminal under the 
multi-position switch on the test rack marked input(this 
provides a calibrated D.C* voltage to the input of the drift- 
corrector). Put the multi-position switch in position +1 mV
or -1 mV. Press the push-button marked input (mounted on the 
test rack) and observe its effect on the C.R.O. and the 
AVO 8 meter. The C.R.O. should indicate an output of 
about 1.5 volts p.p. and the AVO 8 should deflect 
o.4 volts in such a direction as to have the opposite 
polarity of the input signal. If this is not the case 
reverse the 10 kc/s supply leads to the demodulator.
8. Repeat (4) with the silicon diodes in position. Repeat 
(6) and then (7). The balancing is completed.
9. Switch H.T. off. Connect the wander lead to the input 
of the D.C. amplifier and put the drift-corrector switch on. 
Switch H.T. onj the drift-corrector is now working with 
thw D.C. amplifier.
10. Put the selector switch in position 1 (output of the 
drift-corrected amplifier). Press the sensitivity button
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and using a screwdriver vary the output potentiometer of 
the drift-corrector until zero output is obtained. Vary the 
balancing control of the D.C. amplifier and see that the 
output does not change by more than 2 (one division on the 
output meter). Put the selector switch in position D.C. 
(monitoring terminal of the drift-corrector) and press the 
sensitivity button; a deflection not larger than 10 should 
be obtained.
11. Connect the C.R.O. to the output of the drift-corrected 
amplifier and see that the noise level is about 10 mV p.p.
12. It is advisable to leave the drift-corrector switched on 
for at least one hour and check the balance again.

10B. Summary of papers submitted to the Institution 
of Electrical Engineers London for publication.

1. GILBERT, C.P., HJFFY, R.N. and GLUCHAROFF, T. - " The
N.S.W. University of Technology Analogue Computer (UTAC)"

Summary.
This paper is a general description of UTAC, a 'real 

time? electronic analogue computer designed for University 
use. At present UTAC contains 24 amplifiers.

Flexibility of operation is achived by allowing any 
amplifier to perform any operation, either linear or nonlinear, 
and this is facilitated by the use of plug-in computing 
components. A method of amplifier control which allows all

normal modes of operation and employs only one relay per 
amplifier is described.
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The flexibility is enhanced by allowing a timing unit, 
or variable in the computation to operate the control relays,

A simple system of overall calibration making use of 
comparative measurements of voltages and time ensures that the 
accuracy is as high as possible for this type of computer,

A new type of generator for producing voltages which 
are arbitrary functions of time is also described,

2, GILBERT, C,P., GLUCHAROFF, T. and IUFFY, R.N. - "Some
Aspects of the Design of D,C. Computing Amplifiers with 
particular Reference to the Amplifier Used in UTAC.

Summary
This paper deals with the main considerations involved 

in the design of D,C. amplifiers for use in *real time* 
analogue computers: the discussion applies to general purpose 
amplifiers, and unless otherwise stated it is assumed that 
drift-correctors are not employed, although most of the 
conclusions would still be valid.

It is shown that the limiting factor on the accuracy of 
a computing amplifier are its gain and frequency response, 
and a method is suggested which allows the stability of normal 
computing circuits to be investigated conveniently.

There are also a number of practical features which 
affect the performance of computing amplifiers. Of these, 
drift is by far the most important, and a new desgn of 
input stage which has proved successful is put forward. The
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UTAC amplifier, which employs this input stage, is described 
in some detail, the effect upon performance of wide tolerance, 
unselected components being examined.

3. GLLJCHAROFF, T., GILBERT, C.P. - "The Use of Silicon Diodes 
in D.C. Modulators and their Application to Drift 
Correctors for Computing Amplifiers’.'
Summary
The basic computing element of an analogue computer 

is the high gain D.C. amplifier, but in order to overcome 
its inherent drift some form of auxiliary drift correcting 
amplifier is frequently used.

This paper describes a silicon diode modulator for use 
in such drift correctors, and shows that the zero stability 
which can be achieved is comparable with that given by the 
conventional relay modulator. It is shown that the use of the 
diode circuit results in a number of improvements in the 
overall drift corrector performance, such as higher frequency 
response and practically unlimited life? the design of such a 
drift corrector for use with a given D.C. amplifier is 
described in detail, and the resulting performance is assessed.
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